Hospital Malnutrition: A Reality
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Hospital malnutrition is widely known as a frequent problem among hospitalised patients. In fact, values between 10% and 85% are accepted depending on patient types (elderly, children, medical, surgical, oncology, etc.) and hospital categories, as well as on the nutritional assessment markers used for patient evaluation [1].

Malnutrition, indeed, increases during hospital stays due to multiple factors. On the one side, diseases themselves may imply inadequate ingestion of nutrients caused by anorexia, ingestion or chewing difficulties, dysphagia, mucositis or lack of autonomy for eating. It can also involve difficulty in digestion or absorption of food, or even an increase in nutritional requirements either due to metabolic stress or varying levels of nutrient loss. On the other side, certain diagnostic or therapeutic procedures may also contribute to the development of malnutrition, either if fasting is indicated to conduct specific examinations, if the patient is in the postoperative period, or if digestive rest is required as part of the treatment for certain pathophysiological situations (pancreatitis). There may also be questionable dietary indications or disregard of possible negative effects of certain therapeutic actions on nutritional status. Furthermore, it is a reality that hospital food services may be incurring in deficiencies for not offering attractive menus, not always using best quality ingredients and, occasionally, using deficient dietary protocols that are poorly suited to different patients. Finally, the lack of awareness in healthcare professionals cannot be overlooked, caused by the limited training received regarding nutrition, and the ignorance of the significance of malnutrition in patient evolution. The actual availability of nutritional support protocols means that methods for detecting and monitoring patients with nutritional problems are not applied, and existing resources for nutritional support are poorly used [2,3].

Malnutrition in hospitalised patients is the result of the complex interaction between disease and nutrition. It is highly prevalent, as well as highly ignored and undertreated. In spite of the advances in this field (knowledge about its physiopathology, diagnosis, and a wider range of therapeutic options), the incidence of hospital malnutrition has not varied in the last 50 years, which results in important clinical and economic consequences.

Clinically, it may contribute to increasing the number and severity of disease-related complications, to diminishing treatment response, to reducing the degree of immune response, and ultimately, to increasing morbidity and mortality. Economically, malnutrition has been proved to increase the costs derived from both hospital stays and additional treatment of associated complications [4,5].

Nowadays, despite the enormous methodological difficulties in nutritional intervention studies, there is scientific evidence that nutritional intervention can improve the clinical evolution of malnourished patients and reduce disease-related costs [6].

The Resolution on food and nutritional care in hospitals, adopted by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe on November 12th, 2003 (https://wcm.coe.int/rsi/CM/index.jsp), brings to light the importance of malnutrition in hospitals and establishes measures aimed at its prevention and treatment.
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However, it is a fact that there are no resources available to assess the nutritional status of all hospitalised patients. Thus, it is widely accepted that we should use screening tools which allow us to conduct an initial assessment aimed at an early detection of malnourished patients or those who are in malnutrition risk, in order to refer them for a more specific nutritional evaluation and, if needed, to initiate a nutritional treatment plan. In sum, a meticulous selection process of the patients who could benefit from a nutritional treatment [7].

The premises for conducting a correct screening process are significant prevalence, and available treatments and tools. These criteria are met in the case of malnutrition [8].

Screening methods must be valid, reliable, reproducible, practical (easy to implement, well-accepted, and economical), and linked to specific action protocols [9]. Ideally, they should be implemented by hospital nursing staff upon patient admission or within the first 24 hours in cases of emergency admissions [7].

There are clinical and automated screening methods. Most of the clinical screening methods usually include objective and subjective data (weight, height, weight changes, intake changes, comorbidities…) Among the multiple screening methods available for adult patients, the most frequently used ones are Malnutrition Universal Screening Tool (MUST), Nutrition Risk Screening (NRS 2002), Oncology Screening Tool (OST), Mini-Nutritional Assessment Short Form (MNA SF), and Malnutrition Screening Tool (MST).

If, thanks to these methods, malnutrition (or risk thereof) is detected in a patient, a more specific and thorough nutritional status assessment will be conducted by specialised staff, who will then implement a nutritional plan. If screening methods show that the individual is free of risk, the assessment must be repeated after one week, or earlier if clinical or treatment changes have been made [7].

For all the reasons above mentioned, early and periodical assessment is recommended in order to detect malnourished patients or those in risk of malnutrition. Screening methods are necessary for the detection of these patients, as well as for the further development of a more thorough nutritional status assessment, and the implementation of a nutritional action plan if needed. Each healthcare centre must use a screening method that is recommended and approved by scientific societies, but also adapted to its own characteristics. The initial screening process can be conducted by non-specialist staff.

These measures would allow for a deeper knowledge about the nutritional situation of patients, as well as for raising awareness of the magnitude of nutritional issues in each specialty and each hospital centre, thus helping to design individualised action plans that would reduce complications and hospital stays.
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